FARONICS DEPLOY

Lightning fast deployment for Applications,
Windows Updates and Operating Systems
Application Management
Automated updates for Windows and Mac
Manage any Application including MS
Oﬃce or Adobe Suite instantly
Works without user intervention
Cache server to optimize bandwidth

Windows Updates
Up-to-date patches with on-demand patch
scanning
Granular policies with selective updates
Test before deploy with approval process

Faronics Deploy allows you to
manage computers and
devices on your network from a
browser. Since Faronics Deploy
is a cloud-based solution, there
is no installation required.

Did You Know?

70% of businesses

are either using or investigating cloud computing
solutions.

With cutting edge software
management technology and
an intuitive industry leading UI,
Faronics Deploy, is here to
change the game.

Pull updates from cache or WSUS
infrastructure

OS Deployment
Modular File based OS deployment
Capture, deploy one golden image on
varied hardware
Install Settings including disk partitions,
express OOBE
Supports cloud based management of
WDS setups

Steve’s Laptop
Adam’s Laptop
Richard’s Desktop
Roy’s Desktop
Catherine’s Laptop
Sophia’s Laptop
Anna’s Desktop

Remote Control
Remote-in over the web via RDP or VNC

Adobe CC
Mozilla Firefox

Wake-up, shutdown all computers in one
click
Remote PowerShell execution capabilities

TM

www.faronics.com

Key Features

Reliable

TM

Always-connected, no
local server required each workstation
connects to the Deploy
Server individually,
eliminating risk of
single-point failure.
Failed updates are
detected instantly and
populated in a dedicated
grid on the dashboard.

Did You Know?
Cloud Services have a
lower total cost of
ownership (TCO) and do
not require large capital
investment for licenses or
support infrastructure.

10 MILLION LICENSES
SOLD

Complimenting
Existing Systems
Policies that let you set
the behaviour for every
app for full control of
update behaviour
including disabling
self-updates for
applications and desktop
shortcuts. Version freeze
disables application
updates from being
pushed out completely.

Granular Control
Policies that let you set
the behaviour for every
app for full control of
update behaviour
including disabling
self-updates for
applications and desktop
shortcuts. Version freeze
disables application
updates from being
pushed out completely.

Scalable

Modular

Flexible

Deploy's decentralized
cloud-based architecture
ensures Faronics Deploy
can be used to manage
any number of
computers independently
without choking local
resources or bandwidth.

Deploy separates the OS,
driver groups, install
settings and application
layers enabling mix and
match of a Golden OS
Image with driver groups
for diﬀerent hardware
types

Deploy provides
application level control
for automating or
freezing updates. Once
pushed, updates happen
instantly, in the
background, without user
intervention, ensuring
that your environment is
always up to date.

Easy to Use

Resource Friendly

Intuitive real-time,
modern descriptive UI
with grid based point and
shoot install, update and
uninstall actions. No
training required.

Deploy can pull updates
from the Deploy cache
server or from an
existing cache to reduce
bandwidth load on your
network.

30,000 CUSTOMERS
150 COUNTRIES

Scan the QR Code to sign up
for a free 15-Day trial of
Faronics Deploy.

To learn how your computing environments can beneﬁt from Faronics Solutions, visit

www.faronics.com

System Requirements
Faronics Deploy is a cloud-based application and does not need any installation. Faronics Deploy can be accessed from Internet Explorer, Firefox
and Chrome. The Deploy Agent Agent is supported on: Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (version 1903) for 32 and 64 bit versions (must have
latest service pack installed). For Mac devices, The Deploy Agent is supported on OS X Yosemite 10.10.x or higher
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